
76 Series Rack Installation. 

Requires cutting and drilling 

1) See normal instructions supplied about assembly. 

2) 76 series uses a 900mm drawer and wings suited for a 80 series.  Recommend you locate to allow enough space to 

be able to plug in the cigarette plug (IE door close avoids clash with plug when in use) 

 

3) You are required to relocate the middle mounting bracket 10.5cm further back towards the back end of the unit. 

Measuring 10.5cm from the hole closet to the backend of the unit remark the 3 mounting holes by making a paper 

template of the original mounting holes. See next time, You can pull the fridge slide forward to be able to drill the 

left hand side bracket in.  The Back Fixed wing does not need any modification and should line up with the new holes 

you have drilled. You could also simple attach the back wing on the end bracket and make the new hole location by 

holding the wing in place, In the image below you can see the middle bracket lines up with our new drilled holes as 

mentioned you could simply mark the new holes instead of measuring 10.5cm based on where the middle bracket 

ends up when wing is secured in place. 



 

4) The 76 series should come with 2 mounting holes already predrilled through the floor, you relocate the back 

drawer cross mounting bracket to suit these 2 holes, Using a smaller Bolt,Nut & Washer (Not Supplied) Mount the 

back of the unit down. 

5) The front mounting brackets will require new holes drilled, BE CAREFUL to avoid your full tank or fuel lines. 

6) Finally you are required to cut 10cm off the FRONT wings , See image below. Try to avoid cutting through carpet so 

you can fold the existing carpet back over the cut you have made. Confirm your wing cut is 10cm just incase you did 

not install middle brackets at 10.5cm, Just hold wing on the drawer system and mark with ink marker 

 

7) Front wing is designed for a 80 series so it has a curve in it, If you wish you can make a straight wing with new mdf.  


